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Set Up

Players are in pairs and play against each other attempting to tag
each others legs/knees to score a point whilst adopting defensive
stances. Rotate players to face different players and keep score.

Key Coaching Points

Players should be positioned side on, with bent knees to
stay low, and use arms to balance and block defenders

Players need to be quick and dynamic to tag the opposition
player and avoid being tagged themselves

The ability to move quickly in multiple directions whilst
reacting to the opposition player is key to this warm up
activity

Practice Animation

Make it more challenging:

1. Introduce a ball for both players, as they must protect their ball and avoid being tagged

Defending Tag Game Warm Up
Written by Gary Mcdermott

10 mins 14 players 7 bibs 4 cones 20x20 area

Body shape

Explosiveness to tag opposition player

Balance and proprioception-



Set Up

Defender (orange) passes the ball to Attacker (white). Attacker
attempts to score by dribbling through any of the gates on the
Defender"s line. Defending player attempts to win possession of
the ball to score by dribbling through the gates on the Attackers
line. Players swap roles.

Key Coaching Points

Players need to have a quick and controlled speed of
approach to close down the attacker and be ready for any
feints or changes of direction by slowing down the last few
yards and be within touching distance

Side on, knees bent and angled body position to be ready to
defend. Use arms for balance and to block

An angled approach and side on body position will force the
attacker in a specific direction so that the defender can
make play predictable and attempt to regain the ball

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Attackers only have 1 x goal to attack, therefore making play more predictable

Make it more challenging:

1. Rotate starting position of defender to be side on to attacker, or even behind, to encourage quick recovery to defend 1v1

Defending 1v1 Technical Practice
Written by Gary Mcdermott

15 mins 4 players 2 balls 4 bibs 16 cones 20x20 area

Pressure the attacker quickly

Body shape and positioning to defend

Predict the play and force attacker one way



Set Up

Two types of defending 1v1 - facing front on forcing back. First
practice begins with a defender (white) passing to the attacker
(yellow) then defender presses and defends with attacker facing
front on. If the defender wins the ball they attempt to score in wide
small goals. Second practice begins with attacker A playing to
attacker B with back to goal. The defender must apply pressure
attempt to win the ball. If they win the ball they attempt to score in
wide small goals. Rotate positions of players.

Key Coaching Points

Speed of approach and angle to close down the opposition
player and delay the attack

Side on, bent knees and within touching distance of the
attacker to be in a position to defend

Players need to read and anticipate play and ensure they
get their body in between the ball and the goal at all times to
restrict attempts at goal

Practice Animation

Make it easier:

1. Provide a target zone that attackers must shoot within, giving the defenders opportunity to defend

Make it more challenging:

1. Starting position of the defender can rotate to provide different angles of approach to defend

Defending 1v1 Skill Practice
Written by Gary Mcdermott

15 mins 14 players 2 balls 7 bibs 20 cones 60x40 area

Pressure the attacker quickly

Body shape & positioning to defend

Prevent/Block shooting opportunities



Set Up

7v7 Game to encourage players to dominate 1v1 in defence and
to apply principles of defending from the session within this small
sided game.

Key Coaching Points

Players to recognise an opportunity to press and close down
the player in possession quickly to delay the attack and
regain the ball

Communication and anticipation between players to
recognise when to close down the opposition and when to
get a defensive shape in order to defend early

Players need to have appropriate body shape, force play in
one direction, restrict shots at goal and be patient to regain
possession of the ball

Practice Animation

Defending 1v1 Scenario Game
Written by Gary Mcdermott

30 mins 14 players 1 ball 7 bibs 18 cones 60x40 area

Pressure the attacker quickly

Read the play

Dominate the 1v1


